
trail jet 125 - stage 5

stage 5
meets the requirements  
ofthe EU standard for 
stage 5.  
(emission standard regula-
tion 2016/1628)

*pictured products are subject to change. nonliability for picture true delivery.

stage

dpf
diesel particulate filter with
oxidation catalyzer.
reduction of emissions
about 90%. 

scr
the selective catalytic
reduction works with
sensor-controlled AdBlue
injection. 

big AdBlue tank
20 l capacity – enough for 
approx. 2.5 working days. the 
integrated heating protects 
against freezing. 

operation panel
additional display and
button for the automatic
regeneration of the diesel 
particulate filter.  
easy monitoring of the 
motor data and easy 
troubleshooting by the 
customer.

airbox system  
optimized air flow
– suitable up to 43 °C outside 
temperature. 
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trail jet 125 - stage 5

technical data

trail jet 125 stage 5  
1000-60-0-d                             2500-24-0-d                             3000-20-0-d

      
300 - 1000 bar 600 - 2500 bar 600 - 3000 bar

 
29 - 60 l/min 11 - 24 l/min 10 - 20 l/min

115 kW / 115 kW 2100 rpm,  
800 rpm, 4 cyl., 4100 ccm, 
water

115 kW / 115 kW 2100 rpm,  
800 rpm, 4 cyl., 4100 ccm, 
water

115 kW / 115 kW 2100 rpm,  
800 rpm, 4 cyl., 4100 ccm, 
water

16,5 l/h, diesel 16,5 l/h, diesel 16,5 l/h, diesel

110 kW / 574 rpm, 
2,0 - 8,0 bar, 40° C

110 kW / 574 rpm, 
2,0 - 8,0 bar, 40° C

110 kW / 574 rpm, 
2,0 - 8,0 bar, 40° C

 083 USgal/min 021 USgal/min 016 USgal/min

  

  

24 h 24 h 24 h

24 months 24 months 24 months

400 l  400 l 400 l

210 l 210 l 210 l

20 l 20 l 20 l

1995 kg, 120 kg 1995 kg, 120 kg                          1995 kg, 120 kg

3730 x 1980 x 2025 mm 3730 x 1980 x 2025 mm 3730 x 1980 x 2025 mm

LpA = 83 dB
LwA = 106 dB

LpA = 83 dB
LwA = 106 dB

LpA = 83 dB
LwA = 106 dB

g579 g559 g578

standard accessory

(for g579) hp-hose
nonstop 14, 20 m, 1400
bar 50 °C on hose reel

(for g559 / g578)
hp-hose nonstop 25,
20 m, 2500 bar, 70 ° C
on hose reel
incl. safety clips 

hp gun falch gun 30,
including shoulder 
support
and handle 
for safe work 

lance 2000 bar, 800 mm,
handle,
connectors

or

lance 3000 bar, 800 mm,
handle,
connectors 

flat jet nozzle
(for 1000 bar machine)

falch hyjet
point jet nozzle
(from 2500 bar machine) 

control cable 7-pole,
25 m,
on reel

 quicklock system*
 water filter key
 pressure rings, nozzle  
   holders 
 pressure screws  
 sealing ring sets
 2 burst discs
 spanners
 grease 
* not at g579 
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